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A sking attorneys to describe mediation is like asking a group of visually impaired individuals to define an elephant; each defines the pachyderm based on the part they hold in their hand and each is certain that they know the "true" animal. "[M]ediation is a term used in an 'extraordinary variety of ways.'" Consequently, attorneys and parties often do not know what to expect.

This conundrum is no more apparent than in the furious debate between the proponents of facilitative and evaluative mediation. Since the two styles are very different in their approaches to and underlying assumptions about mediation, it is important that attorneys fully understand each in order to adequately counsel their clients when deciding on the use of mediation and the selection of an appropriate mediator. As a disclosure of personal bias, I am an unrepentant apologist for facilitative mediation and an ardent opponent of evaluative mediation. With that in mind, I will attempt to be as objective as possible in my analysis of these two styles of mediation.

The Facilitative/Evaluative Debate

In facilitative mediation, which is seen by its supporters as the traditional or "pure" mediation, the role of the mediator is to assist the disputing parties in evaluating their own situations instead of evaluating the disputes for them. The parties participate in problem-solving activities in a manner that features party choice. The principal mission is to clarify and to enhance communication between the parties in order to help them decide what to do. The facilitative mediator does not give advice, legal or otherwise; does not provide opinions on the relative value of a parties case or individual issues within the matter; and does not make predictions on the possible outcome of the action should the parties fail to reach agreement and proceed to litigation or arbitration.

Facilitative mediation is based upon three fundamental assumptions: first, the disputants are reasonably intelligent and potentially able to work with each other if placed in a neutral and safe environment. Second, the parties, after being properly counseled by their attorneys are, "capable of understanding their situations better than the mediator and, perhaps, better than their lawyers." And, third, the clients, "can develop better solutions than any mediator might create." In evaluative mediation, the mediator does what the facilitative mediator does not; she may give advice, make assessments, propose fair and workable resolutions to one or more issues, press the parties to accept a particular resolution, and state opinions, including opinions on the likely outcome. This manner of dispute resolution has several other labels: neutral evaluation (or, early neutral evaluation depending upon its timing), settlement conference, and settlement-oriented mediation.

Evaluative mediation rests upon two fundamental premises: first, parties want and need the mediator to provide guidance on the law and the relative merits and values of their respective positions, and second, the mediator, "is qualified to give such guidance by virtue of training, experience, and objectivity." An analysis of the relative merits and demerits of the two processes runs parallel to a more generalized view of alternative dispute resolution. Evaluative mediation is seen as more adversarial than facilitative mediation. The former is thought to be more distributive, where the emphasis is on deciding how much of the pie each gets, while the later is thought to be more integrative where the emphasis is on expanding the size of the pie and allowing each side to get more. In evaluative mediation the parties tend to focus on positions, arguments and compromise, while in facili-
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...stative mediation the parties focus on interests, win-win solutions, and collaboration. Although it is true that in all mediations the parties make the final decision, one crucial difference between the two styles of mediation is the source of options and potential solutions to the dispute. In facilitative mediation, these come from the parties themselves, while in evaluative mediation, the parties look to the mediator for the answers to their problems.

The academic debate over the two styles coalesced after a 1994 article by Len Riskin and a follow-up piece two years later. In this turf battle over the heart and soul of mediation, the proponents of facilitative mediation decry that the facilitative definition was originally intended to be the definition for "all" of mediation and not just a portion of it. Evaluative mediation is an oxymoron because, by definition the mediator should not interject her own values into the dispute between the parties. On the other hand, the term facilitative mediation is redundant because the mediator's role is to be facilitative. Evaluative mediation "is both conceptually different from, and operationally inconsistent with, the values and goals characteristically ascribed to the mediation process." "[M]ediation is not a process designed for having an expert apply some external criteria to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the parties' cases," but is a process for orienting the parties toward each other.

Two principal criticisms of evaluative mediation include the parties' loss of self determination and the mediator's loss of impartiality. First, although the parties in mediation always retain the ultimate authority to settle or not, critics assert that the ability to fashion a resolution based upon their own needs and interests may be compromised by a natural tendency to rely on the ideas, options, opinions and predictions from the mediator who is a person with expertise and authority. However, the mediator brings only apparent and not actual expertise. The parties (with the help of their attorneys) have greater expertise than the mediator. They have lived with the dispute for months, if not years, have slept on it, sweated over it, and cried about it. The mediator has, at most, a few hours of exposure to the dispute and cannot be expected to know more than the parties.

Second, any opinions or valuations threaten the mediator's impartiality. Any opinion or evaluation will favor one side and disfavor the other. The natural tendency of those whose "ox is being gored" by a mediator opinion is to discount its validity and to attribute it to mediator bias. Such circumstances could severely threaten the mediator's ability to function.

On the other hand, evaluative mediation falls within the generally defined limits of mediation. In one of the seminal texts in the field, Chris Moore defines mediation as:

...the intervention into a dispute or negotiation by an acceptable, impartial, and neutral third party who has no authoritative decision-making power to assist disputing parties in voluntarily reaching their own mutually acceptable settle-
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tlement which comports with the law, disregards the law or resides somewhere in between, but which meets the unique needs of the parties to the dispute. Any settlement may parallel the relief that would be fashioned by a court or not, as the case may be. Use of evaluative mediation with its emphasis on comparing the case to potential outcomes in litigation or to the mediator’s expert guidelines of similar cases, opponents believe, would tend to circumscribe the creative ability of the parties to resolve the matter in a manner which meets their interests, but which might be outside the realm of normal court-fashioned relief.

Unfortunately, since labeling is also defining, the structure of the debate has been too compartmentalized resulting in a false dichotomy between the terms. Facilitative and evaluative mediation are not separate and distinct categories. No mediator is purely facilitative. Even the staunchest facilitative mediator will, from time to time, utilize tools which can be considered evaluative. Even a decision to raise an issue or ask a question can be seen as evaluative in nature. Nor is an evaluative mediator without facilitative tools which are used to create a neutral and safe environment for the parties to discuss alternative solutions. Further, many evaluative mediators will not immediately jump into rendering opinions and evaluations until the appropriate atmosphere has been developed. Instead of looking at the two as separate and distinct orientations, it is more productive to look at the two as resting at the opposite ends of a continuum.

**Choosing a Mediation Style**

Assuming that mediators tend toward one end of the continuum or the other, how do you and your client choose the appropriate style for the mediation? What follows is a short list of considerations, none of which is absolute or controlling, but only suggestive. At the end of the discussion of each consideration I have a added personal comment intended to generate some reflection on the two mediation styles.

What role does your client want or need to play in the settlement process? The place of the client in mediation is fundamental to the distinction between the two alternative approaches. Does your client want to have a part in creating her own solutions or does she wish to take a less active role during mediation? Facilitative mediation calls upon the parties to create options, explore alternatives, brainstorm possibilities and think laterally to fashion a resolution to the dispute. In facilitative mediation, the emphasis is on self-determination.

If your client does not desire to actively participate or appears to lack the ability to do so, then evaluative mediation may be in order. With this model, parties may take a more passive role, merely having to respond to the opinions, valuations and predictions of the mediator and the positions of the other parties. In evaluative mediation, the emphasis is on on settlement.

Since evaluative mediation looks more like litigation than facilitative mediation, lawyers appear to favor the former over the latter. It is only natural for this prejudice to occur. The principles behind evaluative methods are familiar, comfortable and tested while the principles behind facilitative methods are new, different and untried. Evaluative methods are easy, even enticing while facilitative methods are difficult and require some risk-taking. Attorneys’ predisposition for evaluative mediation may not be shared by their clients. Attorneys have to guard against disregarding or underestimating their client’s need for a self-determinative process or their ability to participate meaningfully in facilitative mediation.

With most cases, though, money is a poor proxy for the issues which the parties bring to the table. Would an apology be in order? Does your client need to vent? How important is it that your client get to tell her side of the story, whether it be to the mediator or to the other side? Will you client not sleep at night unless they receive even the slightest recognition of their plight from the other side? Does pain and suffering play a major role in your client’s daily life? Is some sense of closure key to helping your client move on? If any of these questions ring true, evaluative mediation and its use of money to solve most ills may not benefit your client. On the other hand, facilitative mediation can provide the environment and the facilitative mediator can provide the encouragement for the parties to explore these questions.

Too many attorneys cannot, or chose not, to see the extent to which these issues permeate their clients’ needs. Although the money is always nice and sometimes crucial, pure pocketbook justice does little, if nothing, to resolve these other matters. The idea of money is frequently trumped by these other concerns in the mind of the client. When these issues surface, facilitative mediation will provide the best chances of resolving all of the issues and not just the monetary one.

**Is the dispute susceptible to collaborative, win-win solutions?** Do opportunities exist for the parties to expand the pie instead of focusing merely on how much of the pie each will receive? Expanding the pie is the epitome of facilitative mediation. Are there things that one side can do or provide which have greater value for the plaintiff than the defendant? Are there services or goods that the defendant can provide more cheaply than the plaintiff can purchase? Facilitative mediation provides the opportunity to create ingenious combinations of options for resolution, none of which may have been apparent to the parties beforehand.

While this can occur in evaluative mediation, the orientation of this style reduces the opportunity for such creativity to take place. Evaluative media-
tion is one-dimensional. It frequently relies upon the payment of money as the only medium of exchange. If the only thing that the defendant can do is pay money, the size of the pie is irrelevant. Each additional dollar for one side is one less dollar for the other. If this is the case, perhaps evaluative mediation may be beneficial.

However, attorneys must avoid automatically dismissing any given case as merely a distributive dispute. Even in insurance defense cases possibilities may arise. Does the plaintiff have special needs which can be provided for with a low-cost annuity? Can an apology be tied to a memorial donation to a church or charity? In business-to-business cases, what synergistic possibilities exist between the parties? Facilitative mediation, with its focus on interests and collaborative problem-solving, is best situated to explore the myriad possibilities which may develop.

What is the nature of the relationship? Do the parties have an ongoing relationship or is this a one-time incident in which the parties were, and will continue to be, strangers? If there is a relationship, facilitative mediation, with its collaborative and interest-based orientation, will better help the parties to repair the relationship, work that is crucial to solidify any resolution of the dispute. A typical example would be an employer-employee dispute where the employee still works for the employer or a contractual dispute between two companies that have continuing business relations. Relatedly, if the parties are stuck in a relationship against their will, such as a divorced couple with continuing child custody and visitation dealings, facilitative mediation is better situated to provide an environment for the parties to learn dispute resolution skills by witnessing the skills modeled by the mediator and by actually resolving their own dispute in a safe, hands-on manner.

However, disputing strangers may see more benefit from an evaluative model. This may be especially true in automobile personal injury cases in which the defendant is represented at mediation by an insurance adjuster.

Caveat: Even where it appears that no current relationship exists, there may be a lot of baggage from a prior relationship with which the parties need to deal. For instance, in a medical malpractice action involving the former family doctor, both sides may have significant personal issues other than the pure monetary compensation. This may be true for the doctor, as well, even though the insurance company will pay any settlement and, since doctors are not experience-rated, any loss will not affect the premiums. If this is the case, facilitative mediation can provide a significant opportunity for healing to begin.

**Picking a Mediator**

Since mediation styles differ from mediator to mediator, ask each potential mediator to generally describe his or her style. Then, proceed to more specific questions: Will you evaluate my client's case? If so, under what circumstances will you provide such evaluation? Do you consider yourself a facilitative or an evaluative mediator? Without breaching any confidences, can you describe a few situations in which you felt your style of mediation worked well?

**Conclusion**

Each attorney should fully understand potential mediator styles and fully explore the facilitative/evaluative choice with the client before the client makes a decision about how to proceed. When it comes to choosing a form of mediation or mediator, make sure that your client can see the “whole elephant,” and not just depend on the portion that you may be holding at the time, to make their decision.

---
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